
MoodleNet Project
MoodleNet is an open, social, media platform for educators, initially focused on sharing and

curating collections of open content. While there are numerous OER repositories around the

world, there is not a central place from where educators would be able to easily detect quality

content to meet the needs of their learners and courses.

Moodle’s vision is to “Empower educators” and MoodleNet will be the content solution for

educators all over the world. The principles underpinning MoodleNet will be: openness,

transparency, safety, security, connectivity, privacy.

MoodleNet will be federated and will use flexible Open Education Technology that is not

controlled by a single entity, or subject to a single point of failure. This means that despite the

MoodleNet site that Moodle will maintain, organisations and individuals will be able to create

their own MoodleNet instances. These MoodleNet instances may be connected to the Moodle's

MoodleNet site or other sites allowing users to search at once and access resources from

different instances.

Our aim is to build a robust system designed with the following features:

● Resources to be tagged with Subjects and other metadata

● Collections of resources to owned by one person

● Comments and Likes to be used on everything.

To ensure quick and easy resource retrieval, MoodleNet is going to use a number of metadata

to accurately describe each resource, following international standards. Resources will be

described among others, by: education level, subject, license, educational type, technical

format, and language.

The value

MoodleNet will be a federated network of multiple MoodleNet instances of quality educational

resources. This will offer multiple benefits for learners, educators and educational institutions.



MoodleNet will support by default different levels of access for end users to ensure maximum

accessibility and content quality.

Everybody will be able to access MoodleNet as Anonymous/Guest user. An anonymous session

will allow users to search and review the existing content in the site. A Read-only user will be

granted to those who create an account in MoodleNet. The Read-only users will be able to

search and read the content available, but also to like and follow resources and collections.

Finally the Full user role will be awarded to users after a recommendation or a qualification

process. Full users will be allowed to search MoodleNet, like and follow resources and

collections as well as add new resources and create new collections.

Learners will be able to search and detect resources of their interest. If they decide to register in

a MoodleNet instance, they will be able to follow resources and collections.

Educators create content for their courses, but the creation of quality content is a time
consuming process that requires a lot of effort and skills. Educators can benefit from the
MoodleNet and share their content so others can use it, as well as locate and use resources
created by other educators. MoodleNet as a content sharing network enables collaboration
between educators and promotes the use of Open Educational Resources. This has multiple
benefits, as it allows educators to:

● Contribute with a very small amount of resources that will collectively lead to the fast
development of quality content in any language, on any subject, and any educational
level;

● Share their own created resources and get recognition for their work;
● Curate (like, comment, include in collection) useful resources and actively participate in

the collective content curation process, to make MoodleNet the network with the best
educational resources;

● Create collections to organise content of their interest or to be shared with their learners.
● Get recognition for their curated collections.

MoodleNet as an Open Source project will allow all organisations to create their own MoodleNet

instances. MoodleNet instances will be controlled by the organisations giving them the

opportunity to maintain them as a local (for internal use only) or federated with other MoodleNet

instances (Moodle's MoodleNet or others). The federation of MoodleNet instances not only will

benefit users from extended searches in other MoodleNet sites, but also from the ability to share

and demonstrate the high quality educational and research work taking place within it.


